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Arm height: 25 ¼" · Arm width: 4 ¾" · Total depth (frame): 39 ¼" and 43 ¼" · Seat depth: 24 ¾" and 28 ¾"· Seat height: 15 ¾" · Total height (frame): 25 ¼"
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Zenith is a fusion of our loungers and the classic box sofa. A two-in-one model
where you get the best of both worlds.

You can hardly call a box sofa modern – yet it has been in fashion for a long
time. It became a classic decades ago in Danish furniture design and Danish
homes, and not without reason. The classic advantages of a box sofa are its
clean-cut look and its unbeatable comfort as a seat. Zenith has inherited
both, and in addition it has the depth and the renowned comfort of the
heavy lounge sofa.

You will not be swallowed up by the depth of the seat or the cushions, even
though Zenith is 7 1/2” deeper than traditional box sofas. High, narrow arm-
rests, a muscular body and a substantial down back provide optimal support
for a sitting position, and of course, Zenith comes with our famous down top
seats. That is how a cross between a box sofa and a lounger has given rise to
a sofa that combines comfort, best possible use of space and long-lasting
design. All covers can be taken off and cleaned.




